
 
 

                  DESIGN INTENT  
 

  AXIOM™ PEARL 

WELCOME TO THE NEXT LEVEL 

Before you feel the intensity, you’ll see it. Unapologetically tenacious, powerful and not fragile, 
this first-ever Axiom shoulders its way to the front of the line. Vibrant colors and fresh style. 

Tech that’s got people talking and performance that checks all the boxes. The Axiom 
Pearl brings them all together with eye-catching appearance and can-do attitude.  

PERFORMANCE AT ITS CORE 

Dynamics begins with physics and imagination. When motion, mass, and geometry 
are applied through a lens of innovation, a wholly new approach to bowling ball 

design is created; unequalled in the industry and guided by masters of the craft.  

Rotation is the Holy Grail of bowling ball dynamics. We were bound for easy access 
to power and spin when designing the Orbital Core. Its compact and extremely dense central ball maintains 
a tight spin radius with a low moment of inertia. This means it revs up fast, with less effort required from the 
bowler. True, this type of complex engineering has struck an ironically delicate balance between internal and 
external forces. With the Axiom Pearl, that balance is struck from the inside out with a completely synergistic 
bond between core and cover.  

Every aspect of a ball must serve a purpose. So, while the Axiom Pearl colors are unmistakable, they’re not 
simply a matter of allure. Deep within its DNA is a blueprint for tenacity that’s invisible to the naked eye yet 
evident on the lanes. In the classic case of sibling one-upmanship, the Axiom Pearl comes with the same 
forcible core with a new coverstock refinement. NeX Pearl enhances every facet of your game. This never-
before-seen structural formula distributes power to the right place at the right time to provide reliable 
transitions and superior control. Think Nano™, but to the extreme. Midlane read and impressive backend 
come in spades with this chemistry. Never has a pearlized ball been able to dig in deep like the Axiom Pearl.  

This is intertwined dynamics in the purest sense. Candidly beautiful and scrupulously assembled. Ultimately, 
it’s a new bowling ball experience that can only be called the Axiom Pearl.  

 
COVERSTOCK 

          NeX™ Pearl Reactive 
 

WEIGHT BLOCK 
                Orbital™ Core 

 
FACTORY FINISH 

            1500-grit Polished 
 

BALL COLOR 
   Cobalt / Graphite / Candy Apple 

 
FLARE POTENTIAL 

5-6” (High) 
 

FRAGRANCE 
                  Peppermint 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 

“NeX Pearl enhances every facet of your game.” 
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